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Case Report

Syndromic Hearing Loss in Association with PTPN11Related Disorder: The Experience of Cochlear
Implantation in a Child with LEOPARD Syndrome
Ho-Suk Chu1·Hae-Sun Chung2·Moon-Hee Ko1·Hee-Jin Kim2·Chang-Seok Ki2·Won-Ho Chung1
Yang-Sun Cho1·Sung Hwa Hong1
Departments of 1Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery and 2Laboratory Medicine & Genetics, Samsung Medical Center,
Sungkyunkwan University School of Medicine, Seoul, Korea

Hearing loss (HL) is one of the most frequent clinical manifestations of patients who suffer with multi-systemic genetic disorders. HL in association with other physical stigmata is referred to as a syndromic form of HL. LEOPARD syndrome (LS)
is one of the disorders with syndromic HL and it is caused by a mutation in the PTPN11 or RAF1 gene. In general, 5 year
old children who undergo cochlear implantation usually show a marked change in behavior regarding sound detection within the first 6 months of implant use, but word identification may not be exhibited for at least another 6-12 months of implant use. We herein report on a 5-year-old girl with LS. Her clinical manifestations including bilateral sensorineural HL,
which indicated the diagnosis of LS. We confirmed the diagnosis by identifying a disease-causing mutation in the PTPN11
gene, which was a heterozygous missense mutation Ala461Thr (c.1381G>A). She underwent cochlear implantation (CI)
without complications and she is currently on regular follow-up at postoperative 1 year. This is the first reported case of CI
in a patient with LS in the medical literature.
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INTRODUCTION

derlie syndromic HL and it is caused by a mutation in the
PTPN11 gene. The acronym LEOPARD stands for the major
features of the disorder: L, lentigines; E, electrocardiographic
(ECG) conduction abnormalities; O, ocular hypertelorism; P,
pulmonary stenosis; A, abnormalities of the genitalia; R, retardation of growth; and D, deafness (sensorineural) [1]. The disease
is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner with variable
penetrance and expressivity. Sporadic cases of LS have also been
reported [2]. The diagnosis of LS is made based on clinical
grounds, and molecular genetic analysis to detect disease-causing mutations is needed to confirm the diagnosis. The PTPN11
and RAF1 genes are the only genes currently known to be associated with LS, and a mutation in either gene is identified in
more than 90% of the patients with LS [3-5]. Noonan syndrome
(NS) is an allelic disorder of LS, and the clinical manifestations
of NS significantly overlap with those of LS. In this report, we
present our experience of cochlear implantation (CI) in a girl with
LS. The diagnosis of LS was confirmed by the identification of a
heterozygous missense mutation Ala461Thr in the PTPN11 gene.

Hearing loss (HL) is one of the most frequent clinical manifestations of patients with multi-systemic genetic disorders. The syndromic form of HL and HL in association with other physical
stigmata accounts for 30% of the cases of hereditary HL. LEOPARD syndrome (LS) is one of the hereditary disorders that un••Received November 23, 2009
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CASE REPORT
A 5-year-old girl visited our hospital because of bilateral hearing
loss. She was born at 32 weeks of gestation with a birth weight
of 2,100 g via a vaginal delivery. On the newborn hearing screening test, she was diagnosed as having bilateral hearing loss. At 9
months of age, she had an operation for pulmonary stenosis. In
the first year of life, dysorexia with feeding difficulty developed,
which was caused by oromotor trouble, and this added to the
development of ambulation disorder. Finally, she was diagnosed
as having cerebral palsy and she has been maintained on rehabilitation therapy since then. The family history was not remarkable.
Physical examination revealed hypertelorism, a plane occiput
and low-set ears (Fig. 1). She also had numerous symmetrically
distributed dark brown macules involving the face, scalp, upper
extremity, axilla and trunk. A transthoracic ECG for preoperative evaluation showed slightly increased left ventricular (LV)
wall thickness with normal LV contractility. Any auditory brain-
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Fig. 1. The patient had hypertelorism, ptosis and low-set ears (A),
and diffuse lentiginosis on the anterior trunk (B).
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stem response was not detected in either of the ears. The auditory steady-state response showed responses with 120 decibel
(dB) at 1 kHz and 115 dB at 2 kHz on the left side, and 125 dB
at 4 kHz on the right side. Based on the audiological evaluation
as described above, she was diagnosed with bilateral profound
hearing loss. Bilateral enlarged vestibular aqueducts (EVA) were
identified on the computed tomography (CT) of the temporal
bone and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the internal
auditory canal, but both the internal auditory canal were observed to be of normal size, as well as the cochlea and the semicircular canals, which were normally filled with fluid on both
sides (Fig. 2).
To investigate the etiology of the hearing loss and the other
physical abnormalities of the patient, molecular study for the
PTPN11 gene was performed based on the clinical diagnosis of
LS. Informed consent was obtained from her parents. DNA was
extracted from peripheral leukocytes according to the standard
protocols. All the coding exons and intron-exon boundary sequences of the PTPN11 gene were bidirectionally sequenced
using the Big Dye Terminator ABI Prism Sequencing Kit (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and the ABI PRISM 3100
Genetic Analyser (Applied Biosystems). As a result, the patient
was found to be heterozygous for a missense mutation in exon
12. This mutation was a G-to-A transition at nucleotide position
1,381 and it was predicted to substitute the 461st residue alanine to threonine (c.1381G>A, p.Ala461Thr) (Fig. 3). The family study revealed that neither of the asymptomatic parents was
carrying the mutation, indicating the de novo occurrence of the
mutation.
The patient received CI in the left ear (Nucleus Freedom). The
electrode was completely inserted in the scala tympani, and
neural response telemetry (NRT) during the operation showed
good results. The patient was able to respond to loud sound, but
she still could not deliver meaningful communication on her last
follow-up visit 1 year after CI, and her score on the CAP scale
conformed to Category 1.
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Fig. 2. Computed tomography (CT) of the temporal bone (A, B) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the internal auditory canal
were performed (C). Bilateral enlarged vestibular aqueducts (arrow)
were identified, but both of the internal auditory canals were observed to be of normal size. The cochlea and the semicircular canals were also of normal shape and filled with fluid on both sides. (A)
temporal bone CT of the right side, (B) temporal bone CT of the left
side, (C) T2 weighted MR coronal view image.
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Fig. 3. The patient had a missense mutation in the PTPN11 gene
(c.1381G>A, p.Ala461Thr) that was detected on direct sequencing
analysis.
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DISCUSSION
‘Leopard’ syndrome was first introduced in 1969 to describe the
spotted appearance from lentiginosis [1]. The diagnostic criteria
include multiple lentigines plus 2 other recognized features or a
first-degree relative with multiple lentigines plus 3 other features
in the proband [6]. Some of the clinical manifestations of LS,
such as facial anomalies, distinct congenital heart defects, pectus
deformities, hearing loss and growth retardation, are also observed in NS, which is a disorder that is genetically related to LS.
Although skin pigmentary changes have been described in both
disorders [3,7-9], the patients with NS are unlikely to have the
profusion of pigmentary lesions, lentigines and café-au-lait
patches or to be deaf.
The diagnosis of LS was made in our patient based on her
clinical manifestations, including multiple lentigines, ocular hypertelorism, pulmonary stenosis and deafness. Lentigines are
brown to black macules that are dispersed mostly on the face,
neck and upper part of the trunk. Multiple lentigines are distinctive features of LS, although they may be absent in young patients. The patient in our case had numerous dark brown macules on the face and upper trunk, and this was compatible with
multiple lentigines. ECG abnormalities, including progressive
conduction anomalies, are the most common cardiac defects
[10-12]. The patient’s echocardiogram showed increased LV wall
thickness, although there were no conduction abnormalities.
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the most serious anomaly in patients with LS, and this can cause potentially life-threatening events and sudden death. HCM may progress and appear
later in life; thus, cardiologic assessment at regular intervals was
recommended to her parents due to the concern for the possibility of the progression of her LV wall thickness to HCM. Sensorineural deafness is the least common feature, which occurs in
about 15%-25% of the patients with LS. Deafness (or HL) can
be detected at birth, as in our patient, or during childhood; however, HL can also develop later in life [10,13].
Mutations in the PTPN11 gene are the genetic backgrounds
of both LS and NS (PTPN11-related disorders). More recently,
mutations in the RAF1 gene were reported in patients with LS
[5]. The PTPN11 and RAF1 genes are both involved in the Ras
pathway [5]. The PTPN11 gene encodes for the non-receptor
protein tyrosine phosphatase SHP-2. It contains two Src homology 2 (SH2) domains and a protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP)
domain [4]. It is known that PTPN11 mutations causing LS/NS
are gain-of-function mutations and they are most commonly in
the form of missense (amino acid-changing) mutations [3]. The
mutated amino acid in this patient, Ala461, was located in close
proximity to Gly464 and Thr468 in exon 12, which is the tyrosine-specific protein phosphatase’s active site (amino acids 457–
469 [VHCSAGIGRTGTF]). The residue is necessary for PTP activity and this is a recurrent site of mutation in patients with LS,
and particularly in association with HCM [3,13,14].
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Early CI during the first year of life is important to achieve
the best possible level of language acquisition in prelingual HL
patients, given the establishment of a diagnosis and the proper
indications. In general, a 5-year-old congenitally deaf child usually shows marked change in their behavior regarding sound detection within the first 6 months of implant use. However, word
recognition may not develop for at least another 6-12 months of
implant use [15]. But the benefit of CI in our patient has been
minimal until post CI 1 year. It is possible that she concomitantly
acquired cerebral palsy, which limits her ability to acquire language.
Before CI, the status of mastoid pneumatization and any associated inner ear anomalies should be evaluated with high resolution imaging modalities because structural anomalies of the
inner ear and petrous bone have occasionally been reported in
NS, which is a disorder that is genetically related to LS [16].
We describe here our experience of CI in a patient with LS
from a PTPN11 mutation, and this is the first such report in the
medical literature. Identification of the mutation in the PTPN11
gene would confirm the diagnosis of patients who are clinically
suspected of having LS or NS. For a patient with LS combined
with sensorineural hearing loss, audiologic tests should be performed at regular intervals, and hearing aids or performing CI
should be considered in a timely manner.
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